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Welcome to yet another issue
of Pandory, yeah I know another
one so soon. I  just felt that the
urge to do another issue
straight away rather than take
a few days off before starting
the new one again. 

I think you can probably work
out the content of this issue
from the front cover. Thanks
once again for taking the time
to read this,

Regards,
Flea
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Links and News

Some Burger Guy

Various Games

Front Page Thing

Past Issues

Favour I Owe Team Pandory Guys

End of the Issue

Link

https://www.buymeacoffee.com/PandoryMagazine
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/PandoryMagazine


#NEWS & LINKS
Click any of the images to directly open one of the videos below. (Figured I would make it easier)

Self promotion
? You best start mak

ing 

vids if you put your link h
ere.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1YBHzzzFuQQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvYiKYQyAvs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlRotIrUxZM&t=683s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1Kly8AyNPU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzYew5-DYPM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYWgh2VQax8


#MR. WIMPY Developer: OCEAN
Year: 1984

Way back in 1934 a gentleman named Edward Gold would
open Wimpy Grills in Indiana. The name was either
inspired/borrowed or stolen from the Popeye burger
eating character Wimpy. This was just the start of a
brand that would spread not just to other parts of
America but Worldwide. 

I had always thought that Wimpy's was an English fast
food chain, but surprisingly not. It did actually come to
the UK though in the 1950's, which is probably when the
buns were left over from when I tried it in the 80's.

Wimpy is still going today and according to the interwebs
a new branch opened in Egypt in June 2021. Yes this
bloody year!! Whilst most Wimpy's around the globe have
closed their doors, there is still around 500 restaurants
open to this day. 

You may ask, why are you telling us about the fast food
chain and not the game? Well I am, you see Wimpy's has
been overtaken by Burger King, McDonalds and many
other fast food places around the world. This is due to
their food being inferior to other variants offering the
same thing in the same market.

As far as food based games go Mr.Wimpy may sound like
a good game at first but just like the food, you will regret
your choice and wish you would have gone to Burger Time
or Cooking Mama for your slice of culinary game snack.

Heck even an Ainsley Harriott game would be more
preferential to this lacklustre performer. Although
thinking about it, I hope we never see Ainsley on the
front of any game box any time in the future.

THIS IS INDEED THE

ACTUAL LOADING

SCREEN FOR THE

GAME!!

THEY REALLY

HAVEN'T AGED WELL.



#BAD DUDES Vs. Developer: DataEast
Year: 1988

Bad Dudes Vs. Dragon Ninja is one of those games that is really
great game but will eat away at your credits, the game is
certainly not for people who want a quick fun game of
something. That isn't to say that it's not fun, it is just so bloody
hard that it can have you pulling your hair out and it can seem a
bit repetitive at times.

The story sees the president of the United States (Ronnie) get
kidnapped by the evil DragonNinja. As Blade (Player 1) or Striker
(Blade 2) you have to set off and rescue him over 7 stages. At
the end you (surprise, surprise) fight against the DragonNinja
leader himself. 

Depending on the region of the game you play and on which
system you will see one of two different endings. The English
version sees you standing in the White House with Ronnie and
his security detail whilst eating burgers. The Japanese version
however..... well that would be telling. If you want to try the
game then play the Japanese one to find out. The end credits
and end music also differ in each version.

The game has been ported to multiple systems over the years
and retains it's unfriendly difficulty. Most people won't
complete it, well that is unless "You are bad enough to rescue
the president" of course.

 DRAGONNINJA

YES THAT IS KARNOV ON THE

RIGHT HAND SIDE FROM THE

KARNOV GAME AND ALSO THE

KARNOV FIGHINTING SERIES

OF GAMES.



#SMASH TV Developer: Williams & Midway
Year: 1990

A futuristic gameshow where you get to murder people,
fight large bosses and claim money and prizes? Sign me
up!! At least that's what I would say from the comfort of
my home whilst nobody was listening. You would have to
be a mentalist to enter any gameshow like that, it
sounds even more dangerous than Countdown. 

That being said, Smash TV is an action packed blistering
shooter with a range of different pick ups and what
seems like an endless swarm of enemies on each stage.
The game is one of those easy to pick up but hard to
master, just one wrong move, one bullet fired in slightly
the wrong direction or going left instead of right can
result in you getting swarmed and killed. 

Ported from the arcade to numerous different systems,
Smash TV is one of those games that sums up the early
90's arcade perfectly. Sitting along side games like
Mortal Kombat, Splatterhouse and Neo Drift Out the
games just contain the claret flying everywhere. (In the
case of Neo Drift Out, I slipped and bashed my nose on
the arcade cabinet causing a nosebleed so it counts!!).

The game is still as playable today as it has ever been, if
you still find it in the wild then you can enjoy it in all it's
twin stick arcade goodness. 

Oh did I forget to mention it was developed by Eugene
Jarvis of twin stick Robotron 2084 fame. Interestingly
enough it was programmed by Mark Turmell, whilst
music was created by Jon Hey for he arcade version. Art
duties were handled by Tom Coman and another random
guy, I think his name was John Tobias or something like
that. I think he was involved with some fighting game
series called Mortal Kombat or something like that. I prefer Red Earth, 

you should write about tha
t!!



#RAINBOW ISLANDS Developer: Taito
Year: 1987

When you have a super successful game and want to
make a follow up to said game, what you do is rinse and
repeat. Luckily Taito didn't get the message and instead
of giving us an updated version of Bubble Bobble and
slapping the word part II on the end they decided to make
a whole new game.

That game saw the characters Bub & Bob now in human
form with the ability to shoot rainbows from places
unknown. Rainbow Island really bares no resemblance to
Bubble Bobble apart from the cuteness of the characters.

For those that haven't played it, you ascend the level by
jumping on the various platforms to reach the top where
you will face off against a boss. Getting there though is
no easy task as you face enemies along the way. These
enemies however are easily defeated by shooting a
rainbow at them, then jumping on the rainbow to break it
and defeating them. 

The whole game is bright and wonderful to look at, with
enemies really standing out. The bosses are really good
looking and each has their own different attacks from
the last.

I hate to think at how many hours I have put into this
game on the ZX Spectrum, Amiga and Arcade versions. It
is one of those games that is still worth revisiting from
time to time, and as it's an arcade game it really is quite
short. So time isn't an issue when you compare it with
some of the games created today.

If you haven't played it then I really do recommend that
you spare some time to check it out. You really won't be
disappointed, that is unless you dislike great games.

They actually m
ade the game

 Bubble Bobble
 Part 2

 on the NES



#RAMBO III Developer: Taito
Year: 1989

The first Rambo film taught me that war is never good
and the things John Rambo has seen makes him never
want to go back to that hell. Then Rambo II came out and
apparently he thought things over and thought 'Fuck it, it
wasn't that bad, lets give it another go!'. I can only
presume that he liked it so much that he decided to
return a third, fourth, fifth and allegedly a sixth time if
the new film gets made. 

The first Rambo game on home systems played similar to
Commando, however the third game in the series on the
MegaDrive takes the formula from the first game and
improves on it no end. The game retains the same
gameplay as Commando, but instead of just travelling to
the top of the screen you can also travel sideways as
well.

On top of this there is also parts where you take on
enemy helicopters and tanks in a first person
perspective. Although you can only move left to right, but
it's still pretty entertaining and breaks up the gameplay
nicely.

The arcade version of the game is completely different
though, instead of it playing like the MegaDrive version, it
is an on rails shooter that plays a bit like Operation Wolf
but slightly differently from what I remember.

That is not all though as we also have yet another version
of the game on the Sega Master System, unlike the other
two games, this one uses the zapper light gun. So what
kind of game is it I hear you ask? Well it's a light gun
game of course. I haven't played this version of the game
and unfortunately (or possibly fortunately) I doubt that I
ever will. 

THIS IS INDEED THE

ACTUAL LOADING

SCREEN GRAPHICS

FOR THE GAME!!

3 games, 1 title? That reminds me 
of that 2 girls 1 cup thing!! BRB 



#NEW ZEALAND STORY Developer: Taito
Year: 1988

If you are British and spent time gaming in the late 80's
and early 90's then you will know all about Tiki the little
Kiwi bird from the much loved classic game New Zealand
Story. (If you are British and  gamed during that time and
don't like it then consider yourself disowned and a liar!!
The game is a national treasure).

New Zealand Story sees Tiki  set off to rescue several
other kiwi birds, one of which is his girlfriend who has
been kidnapped by a leopard seal and his followers.  The
game sees you armed with a bow and arrow at the start,
but this can be swapped with a range of different
weapons such as bombs and fireballs. 

In addition to this you can also hijack enemy vehicles
such as balloons, flying platforms, ducks and more. The
enemies are quite detailed and their is quite a different
wide range of them, with some of the bosses being truly
memorable. Ask anyone to name one of the bosses and
99% of the time they will mention the first boss the
Whale.

The game is quite short overall, with the whole thing
being able to be beaten in under an hour with no real
issues apart from possibly dying occasionally. The
controls are pretty tight and responsive on most of the
different versions of the game. 

The number of different ports of the game is testament
to how loved the game is. It is however one of those
games that you kind of forget about it, then someone
will mention something and it will spring back to the
front of your mind again and a little grin will appear on
your face. It truly is a wonderful game and deserves to be
played, even if it is just once. 

THIS IS INDEED THE

ACTUAL LOADING

SCREEN GRAPHICS

FOR THE GAME!!

Awesome Gam
e!!



#PUZZNIC Developer: Taito
Year: 1989

Puzznic is surprisingly not a first person shooter
or fighting game as you would expect. Instead
Puzznic is actually a puzzle game where you have
to match different colour tiles in sections of
three or more to remove them from the screen.

The game was first released on arcades back in
1989 by Taito. (as the top right hand corner of
this page says).  As you would expect around this
time Ocean Software ported the game to a
number of different home computers and
systems at the time. 

Strangely in 2003 a port of the game appeared
for the PlayStation (1) created by Japanese
company Altron. Strangely enough it was
brought to the western market by Midas.

Personally I am not that big on the game, and can
quite easily take it or leave it. That isn't to say
it's a bad game, it just doesn't really grab me as
much as say Columns or many other puzzle
games would do. It would be pretty boring if we
all liked the same games though wouldn't it.



#CHOPLIFTER III Developer: Beam Software
Year: 1994

Choplifter III is the sequel to Choplifter II, which is a
sequel to the first game Choplifter, which makes it the
third game in the Choplifter series. Unless a prequel was
released in which case it would make it the fourth game.
Which if that is the case they should have renamed them
all so after the prequel each game gains an additional
number, if that makes sense. 

So anyway back to the game, Shoplifter III features you
playing as either Tom or Claire, a pair of scummy chavs
that go around stealing stuff from shops. The aim of the
game is to start with something small like a packet of
sweets (candy for you yanks) and work your way up to
the bigger stuff like TV's and other high end items.

As you progress through the game you have to control a
chopper, about the first 10 seconds or so into the game,
possibly less. It's at this time you have to go and help
save your fellow shoplifters who have been captured or
are in danger from the evil security guards, who have
been armed with guns and rocket launchers. 

Will you be able to save smackhead Steve and the rest of
the Shoplifting gang, or will you let the corporate zealots
win and forever capture not only your friends but retain
their products which you normally get for five fingered
discount prices? It's up to you!!

Failing that it's some game where you pilot a chopper and
rescue soldiers and return them to your base. This is all
done whilst many enemies attempt to take you down by
any means necessary, personally I prefer the shoplifter
story as it doesn't sound as boring but go with whatever
you want, I don't really care if I am honest as I really need
a brew and something to eat. 

Isn't Tom and Claire the thie
ving 

smack heads th
at live near you

?



#DALEY THOMPSON'S Developer: Ocean
Year: 1984

It was during the 1980's that Olympic Fever gripped the UK,
well I say gripped the UK. I didn't really much care for the
Olympics myself, I did however care for really good games.
At this time Daley Thompson was setting records and
winning gold medals in not one but two separate Olympic
games in the Decathlon events. (Moscow 1980 & Los Angeles
1984). In addition to this he also won gold medals in the
Decathlon at the World Championships, European
Championships and Commonwealth Games, as  well as
becoming a four time world record holder. 

He dominated the sporting world remaining undefeated for
9 years. That is pretty amazing when you think about it, the
amount of practice and dedication to remain on top for so
long is no easy feat, and one that many of us will never
know. That isn't to say that we can't all achieve great
things, I mean I completed Rodland the other day. (Don't ask
how many credits, it's kinda rude and a bit of a dick move).

It should be of little surprise that when Ocean were looking
for someone to make a licensed game about in 1984, you
really couldn't get a better person than Daley. The game
plays a lot like Konami's Track and Field. A game where you
had to frantically tap the buttons to increase speed or
power for running or throwing. 

The game was split over 2 days with 5 events taking place
on each on of the days. Day 1 consisted of the events: 100
metres, long jump, shot put, high jump, and 400 metres.
Whilst day 2 consisted of 110 hurdles, pole vault, discus,
javelin, and 1500 metres. If you managed to complete all
event's without losing all your lives then day 1 would restart
but on a harder difficulty. Daley Thompson's Decathlon is
responsible for many broken keyboards, one of which was
mine.

DECATHLON



If you grew up in the 80's with micro home computers such as the superb ZX Spectrum, the not as good
Commodore 64, the rich boys green screened Amstrad CPC or the even richer and spoilt boys colour
version then you will have seen the Ocean Software logo on many games in your local WHSmith,
Woolworths or independent Computer Stores. 

As soon as you saw the logo on a game it was normally a guarantee of either a high quality original game
such as Jon Ritman and Bernie Drummonds Head Over Heels, a unique licensed game such as Batman or an
arcade perfect (well for the time) port of your favourite classic game such as New Zealand Story. 

Based in the sunny city of Manchester, located in the United Kingdom. Ocean was one of the best
Software companies of it's time. Sure during this time there were many other great Software Houses
releasing games (Gremlin Graphics to name one) but none could compete with the mighty Ocean and their
grip on the home computing market.

Founded in 1983 by David Ward and Jon Woods and originally called Spectrum Games, they released a
number of different clones of Frogger, Missile Command and a few other titles before changing their
name to Ocean just a year later, to save any confusion for people looking to buy a copy of one of their
games and thinking it was a spectrum version when it was for the Vic 20 or vice versa.

Shortly after teaming up with with U.S. Gold after buying a 50% stake in the company, Ocean started
producing conversions of some of their Commodore games for the mighty Spectrum. Such as Beach Head,
Raid over Moscow and the rather annoying Tapper. (I just can't take to that game for some reason, but do
see why people enjoy it). 

#OCEAN SOFTWARE Years: 1983 -1996



As time passed Ocean started expanding and producing more labels to release games on such as The Hit
Squad and purchasing Imagine software after they went bust. Ocean were expanding at an incredible
rate for a company that just 2 years prior was a little company responsible for clones of Frogger. The
scary thing is this was only the start of their expansion and they would grow even bigger due to some
great licensing deals and repackaging games in compilations, which meant that you would sometimes
buy games you already owned for 3 or so games you didn't. Money for old rope as the saying goes.

#OCEAN SOFTWARE Years: 1983 -1996

One of the most fondly compilations from that time were the 'It Sold A Million' series, the first of which
saw Beach Head,  Daley Thompson's Decathlon, Jet Set Willy and Sabre Wulf all being available in one
great package. What's surprising is that three of the games weren't made by Ocean at all. Beach Head
was the property of U.S. Gold, Jet Set Willy was owned by Software Projects and Sabre Wulf was owned
and created by a little company who were known as Ultimate - Play the Game. Ultimate would go on to
become the spectacular Rare eventually but not before releasing some amazing titles under their original
moniker.

Ocean had also got into the licensing business as well, securing agreements to create remakes or original
games based on the deals made. We ended up seeing things like Frankie Goes to Hollywood the game,
after they had made a licensing deal with the bands management team. (not something you would have
expected to see). We also had popular horrible UK burger chain Wimpy have their own game produced
using their mascot Mr Wimpy himself. These were all small fry (pun intended due to the burger chain
thing just mentioned) as Ocean had also secured the rights to create a game on the longest film ever
made (it's still going on today) The Never Ending Story (did you sing that in your head and add the
aaahhhahahaha bit on the end? No? Just me then I guess). 



#OCEAN SOFTWARE
This was the start of the Ocean empire growing and growing as they snatched up even more deals to
create games based on a number of films and other characters, such as Rambo, Short Circuit but more
importantly Batman. When I first saw Batman I was blown away, it was an amazing looking game that was
nothing like anything I had seen before. Little did I know that just a short time later I would see another
game that looked similar that would capture my heart. (You could say I fell Head over Heels for it!).

Ocean were far from done inking deals though, securing the rights to many of Data East's and Taito's
arcade games and porting them over to many of the home computers. Ocean Software France (Yeah,
France!!) which was created in 1986 to help convert games to 16 bit systems such as the Amiga, with
Operation Wolf being the first game to be converted by the French team.

Back to blighty and in 1988 Ocean would snag a deal for Robocop which would go on to be the highest
grossing and most successful tie in for a decade. The success of the Robocop made Warner Brothers take
notice and contacted Ocean about creating a game based on their upcoming Batman film. The game was a
massive success and is highly regarded to this day. 

BATMAN AND HEAD OVER HEELS WERE HEAVILY INSPIRED BY THE FILMATION TECHNIQUE USED IN KNIGHT LORE AND ALIEN 8 BY ULTIMATE



#OCEAN SOFTWARE

Ocean would carry on for a number of years producing some great games until 1996. In 1996 Ocean would
merge with Infogrames (Who? Yeah, exactly!) in a deal for 100 million squiddly diddlies. The Ocean name
would stay around until 1998 when they were renamed as Infogrames United Kingdom. Years later
Infogrames would rename the studio again, this time calling it Atari United Kingdom. Then in 2009 they sold
the studio to Bandai games and now are currently known as Bandai Namco Entertainment UK. 

So just what went wrong with Ocean, to be honest with you nothing so it seems. The games market
changed and the time it takes to get used to new systems can be a slow process. 16bit systems such as
the Megadrive, SNES, Amiga and Atari ST were out and the Nintendo 64, Sega Saturn and Playstation were
in.



#OCEAN SOFTWARE

It is a bit sad that the last ever game released with the Ocean name on it is the Nintendo 64 version of
Mission: Impossible, but isn't it also fitting how 2 guys created a globally known company and sold it for
£100 million.  Especially as many other firms just vanished or went bust during the same period of time.
Ocean Software will forever be remembered as being one of the best ever UK software companies or
should I say globally recognised names. 

Long live Ocean, and thank you to all the staff that worked there creating some wonderful games, and the
others that worked behind the scenes to give joy to many a spotty faced kid. 

THE PS1 VERSION

OF THE GAME WAS

CREATED AND

RELEASED BY

INFOGRAMES, A

COMPANY THAT

CAN'T EVEN SPELL

THE WORD  'GAMES'

CORRECTLY.

Ocean were awesome
!!
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Think I am a top banana!!
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The guys over at Team Pandory have made a few changes to their Patreon page, and as I owe them a favour
after pinching their name and them hosting the magazine on their webpage I think it's only fair to do this.

They have adjusted the tiers available, (Stolen Axel Adult's picture) and added a new tier. The highest tier
rewards patrons with free awesome stuff in exchange for some rubbish monies that you don't really want.

These include some of the items pictured below, I have to be honest the cup looks pretty sweet.

Did we get paid for this?

We stole the na
me so they 

should pay for it back
!!



Link

#PAST ISSUES Developer: FleaSixty
Year: 2021

Past Issues

Link

Click Me

Enjoying Pandory Magazine but started a bit late and missed some issues?
Then just click the link on the right hand side, if you want to show some love
then feel free to click the buy me a coffee link in the bottom right of this page.

Buy 
us a 

coffe
e you

 

chea
p sod

!!

https://www.buymeacoffee.com/PandoryMagazine
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/PandoryMagazine
https://www.mobygames.com/company/ecogames-sl
https://pg3d-hax.uk/pandory-magazine/
https://pg3d-hax.uk/pandory-magazine/


#END OF THE ISSUE
Yet another issue and no Top 10 games? Kinda sucks doesn't it. I will make sure they are included next time,
I just really wanted to get this issue out. The next issue will drop in about 2 weeks, although with me you
never know it could be 2 days. Hopefully you have enjoyed this issue as much as I enjoyed putting it
together.

If you would like to submit anything, from Top 10 Games, pictures, feedback or anything else (apart from
bills) then please message me either on:

 the twitters @MagazinePandora

email ThePandoraMagazine@gmail.com

Swing by my YouTube channel soon as well as I may have a few videos popping up shortly that you may like.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxB16X2FBgVV33E5L7wg_1Q

Until next time, 

Keep playing, keep continuing and most importantly have fun.

Regards,
Flea

Now start on the next issue!
! 

No bloody excuses
..


